Background: The aim of this study was to evaluate computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system with texture analysis (TA) to improve radiologists' accuracy in identification of thyroid nodules as malignant or benign. Methods: A total of 70 cases (26 benign and 44 malignant) were analyzed in this study. We extracted up to 270 statistical texture features as a descriptor for each selected region of interests (ROIs) in three normalization schemes (default, 3σ and 1%-99%). Then features by the lowest probability of classification error and average correlation coefficients (POE+ACC), and Fisher coefficient (Fisher) eliminated to 10 best and most effective features. These features were analyzed under standard and nonstandard states. For TA of the thyroid nodules, Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Non-Linear Discriminant Analysis (NDA) were applied. First Nearest-Neighbour (1-NN) classifier was performed for the features resulting from PCA and LDA. NDA features were classified by artificial neural network (A-NN). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used for examining the performance of TA methods.
Introduction
Thyroid nodules have an incidence of 33-68% in the general population and can be malignant or benign; however, 5-15% of these nodules are malignant [1, 2] . Although the incident of palpable thyroid nodules in the adult population ranges from 4 to 8%, at autopsy 50% of the population has thyroid nodules [3] . Many techniques like physical examination, fine needle aspiration cytological examination and imaging are used to detect thyroid nodules. A fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) is a non-surgical and accepted diagnostic method for confirming the nature of the nodules. However, it leads to 10% to 20% thyroid nodules with no diagnosis and 15-30% of results are indeterminate. Non-diagnostic FNAB indicates that thyroid nodules have a high probability of malignancy and aspiration should be repeated [2, 4] .
Radiographs, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), ultrasound and scintigraphy are diagnostic imaging modalities available for the evaluation of thyroid nodules. Ultrasound is the chosen imaging technique for assessment of thyroid nodules, owing to being in real time, radiation-free, non-invasive, widely available, low cost and ability to detect non-palpable nodules [5] . Nowadays, high frequency transducers provide high definition images and spatial resolution. Grey-scale ultrasound contains useful features to quantitatively characterize thyroid nodules such as texture features, whereas Doppler provides an intra-nodal vascular pattern [6, 7] .
Although there is no precise and mathematical definition of texture, simply conceived by human. Image texture can be described by various patterns: coarse, fine, smooth, spatial variations in pixel intensity of objects within an image. Contrary to the computer, human detection of textures may be qualitative and limited by vision. Likewise such patterns within the image may be different but will be perceived by humans as the same texture. Computerized texture analysis (TA) is a mathematical technique that increases and provides rich quantification and information of spatial greylevel intensities in pixels within the image [8] [9] [10] . Initial diagnosis by a radiologist is qualitative and may contain errors. To increase and improve the confidence of a radiologist in differentiating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been developed.
Hong et al. [11] used real-time ultrasound elastography to classify benign from malignant thyroid nodules with a sensitivity of 88%, specificity of 90%, PPV of 81%, NPV of 93% and an area under the ROC curve (A z ) of 0.94. Ding et al. reported that sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were 94.6%, 92.8% and 93.6% respectively when the energy features of co-occurrence matrix were used. Tsantis et al. [12] Tsantis et al. used specklefree feature set based on nodules' boundary shape and 'wavelet local maxima located' for differentiating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules with a sensitivity of 93%, specificity of 98%and an area under the ROC curve (A z ) of 0.96. Gopinath et al. [13] utilized texture features derived from the Gabor filter bank at various wavelengths and angles for the classification of benign and malignant thyroid nodules. They used SVM classifier and achieved the sensitivity of 95%, specificity of 100% and accuracy of 96.7%. Gopinath et al. [14] reported that accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were 90%, 100%, and 90% respectively when two-level wavelet decomposition based on the texture characteristics of the thyroid cells was used to differentiate between benign and malignant thyroid nodules.
In this study, we evaluated a non-invasive method based on TA to improve radiologists' diagnosis in the classification of thyroid nodules as benign or malignant in ultrasound images. Although our study is not the first attempt to use a TA method, as far as we know no other study has employed TA via all groups and classes of texture features. [9] .
Materials and Methods
Up to 270 texture features are extracted for each ROI in three normalization schemes. N 1 : default. Default images had the same appearance. An intensity range will be from 1 to 2 k , where k is the number of the bits per pixel. N 2 : 3σ, limiting image intensities in the range [μ-3σ, μ+3σ] where μ is the mean grey level value and σ the standard deviation of the grey levels' intensity inside the ROI. equal to 1% of its total to the brightness level, where accumulated histogram is equal to 99% of its total.
Automated Feature Selection
All 270 parameters are not suitable and effective for differentiating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules. By using two reduction algorithms, Fisher and lowest probability of classification error and average correlation coefficients (POE+ACC), these parameters were reduced to the best ten texture features to show the best discrimination between benign and malignant thyroid nodules [16, 17] . Fisher algorithm selected up to ten features, with the highest being a ratio of between-class variance (D) to within-class variance (V).
Where and are mean and variance of class k, is Fisher coefficient and is probability of class k. Maximization of Fisher coefficient is desirable.
A POE+ACC algorithm produced set up ten features with minimization probability of classification error (POE) and average correlation coefficients (ACC) between chosen features. The first feature, f 1 , is selected to minimize POE for all classes:
Where POE(f i ) is the classification error probability for feature . This probability is defined as follows: Figure 1 shows the sample distribution of feature for two classes. The samples marked can be assigned to both class 1 or 2. In this case, these samples cannot be properly classified. The next feature (second feature) is then selected by minimizing the sum of all features except, excluding f 1 :
The is the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the previously calculated feature and the new feature f i . The n-th feature is selected by minimizing the following sum for all remaining features except for the already chosen features:
Where the averaged sum is extended for all correlation coefficients between previously selected features and feature f i . This sum is defined as an average correlation coefficient (ACC). In brief, the POE+ACC algorithm introduces ten features with high discriminatory potential and a least correlation with features that are already selected.
Texture Analysis Methods
LDA, PCA and NDA investigate these features and transform data to lower-dimensional spaces, and increase the discriminative power under two standardization states (standard and nonstandard) [18, 19] . PCA and LDA features were classified by 1-NN classifier and A-NN classifier was performed for the features resulting from NDA [20] . ROC curve analysis was employed to compare the discrimination performance of the applied TA methods using the area under the ROC curve ( ) [21] . In addition, six objectives that indices sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPC), overall accuracy (ACC), positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV)were also applied to assess the performance of the proposed methods. These indices are defined as follows:
Where N TP is the number of malignant cases and is the number of benign cases that have been diagnosed correctly. N FP and N FN are the number of incorrectly diagnosed benign and malignant cases, respectively. Figure 2 shows the steps of CAD processing.
Results
In this study a total of 70 patients including 26 benign and 44 malignant thyroid nodules were approved by FNAB to ensure the classification accuracy of the proposed method. As mentioned previously, in each normalization scheme the same TA method and the same classifier were applied to the set of features resulting from both POE+ACC and Fisher algorithm.
In default normalization, we found out the features extracted by POE+ACC algorithm and analyzed by NDA to be higher than the other two (Table 1 ). In terms of the normalization role, in 3 sigma normalization the NDA has shown the best discrimination power with features resulting just from the Fisher algorithm, where sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV and NPV were 86.36%, 100%, 91.42%, 100% and 81.25%, respectively ( Table 2 ). In 1-99% normalization and features resulting from POE+ACC algorithm analyzed by NDA have the highest discrimination power to distinguish between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, with which sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV and NPV were 94.45%, 100%, 97.14%, 100% and 92.86% respectively (Table 3) . Figure 3 , 4 and 5 respectively represent ROC curves plotted on the same graph for each normalization and features resulting from reduction method to compare the discriminating power for 
Discussion
In this study, three normalizations, two reduction algorithms, two standardization states and three TA methods provide a total of 36 states for each ROI case study. In our study, LDA has good performance with the features resulting from POE+ACC in default normalization in which value is 0.9124 (Figure 3) . However, PCA has From Figures 3, 4 and 5 one can see that normalization has reflected a positive impact on the performance of the classifier. Hence the best performance in this study was obtained in 1-99% with NDA. The best results were driven in 1-99% normalization with features extracted by POE+ACC algorithm and analyzed by NDA with value of 0.9722, which corresponds to a sensitivity of 94.45%, specificity of 100%, and accuracy of 97.14%. The ROC curve analysis indicates that of all features in the reduction methods and normalizations, NDA is privileged over PCA and LDA in terms of differentiating between benign and malignant nodules ( Figure 3, 4 and 5) .
The proposed method demonstrates a more reliable performance in comparison with other studies [11] [12] [13] [14] 22 ] already conducted on the subject of ultrasonic differentiation between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, with an accuracy ranging from 90% to 96.7%, sensitivity ranging from 88% to 94.6% and specificity ranging from 90% to 100%. In this study, we assessed all six groups of texture features and achieved higher accuracy in respect to the studies that employed one texture subset or combined some texture subsets to differentiate between benign and malignant thyroid nodules. Our results also indicate that texture analysis possess significantly more discriminative ability than the other methods, morphology and elastography [11, 12] .
The ten texture parameters leading to the best performance in our study are as follows: Cooccurrence matrix-based features: S (0, 2) Sum entropy (S (0,2) SumEntrp) and S (1,1) Sum of squares (S (1,1) SumOfSqs) where S (i, j) shows the direction of matrix construction and inter pixel distance i along the rows and j along the columns of matrix; Energy of wavelet coefficient in 'low-high' energy components in first level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLH_s-1),'low-low' energy components in second level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLL_s-2),'low-high' energy components in third level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLH_s-3), 'low-high' energy components in fifth level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLH_s-5) and 'high-low' energy components in sixth level wavelet decomposition (WavEnHL_s-6); Absolute gradient matrix-based features: gradient Kurtosis (GrKurtosis); Auto-Regressive model: Teta1, which is the vector of AR model parameters; Histogrambased features: Kurtosis.
Our research indicates that a combination of texture features (Co-occurrence matrix, wavelet, Absolute gradient matrix, Auto-Regressive model and Histogram-based texture features) has a higher level of accuracy than the previous studies that employed one texture group [12] [13] [14] 22] .
In all conditions, feature standardization affects PCA and leads to an improvement in performance. It does not have any impact on LDA except in default and Fisher features. In order to decrease the training time in ANN classifier, all input feature parameters were standardized previously in NDA.
Endocrinologist referred the cases based on clinical indication. Since this study is based on texture analysis and our gold standard is pathology, other nodule characteristic feature does not have any additional information and are not considered.
This method will not only be used as an alternative for biopsy, but also helps radiologist to select high malignancy risk of thyroid nodules for FNAB in patients with multi-nodular goiter which is the most common endocrine disease. One of the most important clinical challenges is that which nodules in patient with multi-nodular goiter should be FNAB and our methods can aid to radiologist to select the target nodule between multiple nodules in patients with multi-nodular goiter.
The main advantage of this method is that there is no operator dependency, because analysis is performed by the computer and also it does not have any additional time or costs.
In this study some limitations should be clearly noted. First, the data group was small, so further investigation with a larger data set is needed. Second, our ultrasound image classifications were performed in comparison with FNAB, although FNAB is highly sensitive for the diagnosis of neoplastic thyroid nodules, for definitive results surgical pathology may be needed. Third, some of our data from the study were excluded due to indeterminate FNAB. Fourth, feature combination tools were not available in MaZda. For example, averaging run-length matrix features of four different orientations were hard to perform. Fifth, only nodules larger than 15 mm were used in this study, because the sizes of the ROIs for texture analysis are 12 mm × 12 mm. Sixth, in this preliminary study all the patients suspicious to thyroiditis or any other inflammatory process were excluded to avoid external perturbation of the blood flow perfusing the thyroid gland and affect texture.
Conclusion
MaZda software was originally developed in 1998 at the Institute of Electronics, Technical University of Lodz for the purpose of automatic TA of magnetic resonance imaging [15] . We also used it for ultrasound images. Generally, our results indicate that MaZda software can provide useful information contributing to the discrimination of thyroid nodules by ultrasound images, and also has the potential to help radiologists in the detection and classification of benign and malignant thyroid nodules. 
